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In the automotive word, Honda Motor Company and its Honda technicians have done quite well. Not
only has Honda been the worldâ€™s largest motorcycle manufacturer since 1959, itâ€™s also the worldâ€™s
largest manufacturer of internal combustion engines measured by volume, producing more than 14
million internal combustion engines each year. As of August 2008, Honda surpassed Chrysler as
the fourth largest automobile manufacturer in the United States. Honda is the sixth largest
automobile manufacturer in the world. If you are interested in working for this company, you may
want to consider attending Honda technician training at Centennial College.

The Honda technicians employed by dealerships have a variety of tasks, including: diagnosing
problems using Honda diagnostic equipment; performing repairs and preventive maintenance on
engines, transmissions, electrical systems, brakes and tires. Honda technicians also conduct
vehicle inspections. All of these skills are taught at Centennial College, which sees students of the
Automotive Service Technician Honda Canada Inc. AHAP MAP32 Apprenticeship (as it is officially
known) alternate between the College and their employer for a total of 64 weeks (32 weeks with
each). The length of the program offers students more in-depth and longer school sessions than
those students in traditional apprenticeship programs.

During the in-school portion of the Honda technician training, students learn out of Ashtonbee
Campus. This location is fully equipped with the tools that Honda technicians use in the industry as
well as generously donated Honda parts and vehicles on which students can practice. The training
sees an emphasis on electronics and the diagnosing of mechanical systems. All aspects of vehicle
technology are embodied in the program, including electrical, body electrical, engine, transmission,
steering, front-end, and all other aspects that would allow a Honda vehicle to be serviced. Specific
courses presented in the Honda technician training include: Applied Work Practices and
Procedures, Motor Vehicle Engine Systems, Steering, Suspension and Brakes; Electrical
Electronics and Fuels, Motor Vehicle Gear Trains, and more.

After they have grasped the skills needed to enter the workforce, students spend time with their
Honda employer dealing with real-life situations, networking, and shadowing professional Honda
technicians who have years of experience. During this aspect of the Honda technician training,
students are compensated for their work.

Applicants to the offering must possess an Ontario Secondary School Diploma or a GED or
equivalent. They are also required to be employed by a Honda dealership or be selected through an
interview process. Candidates may apply directly to Centennial College, with successful applicants
obtaining an employer and registering as a MAP apprentice with the Apprenticeship Branch of the
Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities. The application for the Honda technician training can
be completed online. It should be noted that acceptance is based on successful completion of all
entry requirements and space is limited. Some students within the Honda technician training at
Centennial College may be eligible for Employment Insurance during the in-class aspect.
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The author, Klaudia, writes about the a Honda technician training at Centennial College, during
which students alternate between the College and their employer for a total of 64 weeks.
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